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NARF News
Merveille
Merveille came to us with all her 6-week old litter mates for us to foster when we were just starting a
long career as a NARF Foster Home. She was already beautiful, with her tiny frame, small face and
huge green eyes. However, she already acted like she was better than
her brothers and sisters, so we named her Merveille (Marvel).
When the kittens were old enough to go to the pet faire, I took all six of
them there. When I came back to get them, my heart sank. There were
only two of them left in the cage and I was greeted with a happy “four of
them got adopted to wonderful homes”. I took Merveille and Stubb
back home with me and decided right there that I couldn’t let this
happen again. Those NARF people meant business.
The following week, dear hubby Randal got the kittens ready for the pet
faire and put them in the car with me. I drove away but stopped short of
going to the pet faire, and we all waited the day away on a parking lot in the shade while Stubb and
Merveille played all over the inside of the car. Back home, I declared very truthfully that “they didn’t
get adopted”. We repeated the routine over the next few weeks until Randal accepted to keep them as
part of our family since nobody was adopting them (which he just couldn’t figure out).
Merveille lived her life as a princess. I kissed up to that kitty for 17 years and she treated us like her
personal slaves. She treated Randal worse than anyone else. She would pee on his jeans, his laundry,
and in his shoes. She would carefully pee in his sandals and not waste a drop. Of course, when Randal
would step into his flip flops, all hell would break loose. He tried totally catering to her, telling her
“No”, putting all his clothes and shoes up high, but nothing worked. Merveille would manage to do her
deed to his belongings but NEVER did it to me or to the kids.
After years of that, it escalated to her peeing straight at him. Randal wanted to do the same thing to
her “to teach her”, but needless to say I advised him not to take that chance as I feared for his safety.
We finally asked Jennifer – the NARF kitty shrink – for help. Jennifer worked with us and came to the
conclusion that Merveille viewed me as the top cat in the house and that she was fighting Randal for
second place, diagnostic which further displeased Randal.
Merveille eventually declared truce and accepted his services, but she clearly was MY kitty. She
entertained us with her airs of being better than everybody else. She never mingled with the other cats
or with the dogs. We would go out back and smell the flowers in the garden together. Merveille the
princess treated us as slaves her whole life and we so adored her. When we had company, she sat in the
middle of the room because she knew they had come to see her. Noblesse oblige.
Love you, Beautiful Merveille.
- Marie-Christine Husk
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Officers/Board
Members

President's Message
It’s no secret that times are tough. Many families are still struggling to
make ends meet and when sacrifices are made, all too often it means
that a faithful family friend, the family dog or cat, has to suffer. Vet bills
cannot be paid, costs of food and grooming are too high, homes are
lost. Dogs and cats are filling the shelters at an alarming rate and the
sad truth is that all too many of them will never make it out. Without
rescue groups like Nike Animal Rescue Foundation, there is no hope
for countless innocent animals. NARF is a way out, a second chance
at life, but we cannot do it alone. Your financial contributions assure
that more animals will be saved, more families will receive financial
assistance for necessary veterinary care, and more deserving dogs
and cats will be matched with their forever home.

President
Linda Pope
Vice President
Marlow Antonucci
Secretary
Megan Seidel

Together we can make a difference. Together we can save lives.
Please take a moment to make a contribution today. Any amount will
help, no matter how large or small.

Treasurer

Evonne Phelps
There is so much to be done this year and so many dogs and cats in
need. Won't you lend a hand to help us make a difference in the lives
Board Members
of our furry friends? We thank you in advance for your continued
support.
--Linda Pope, President Randal Husk
NARF Meetings
Board meetings are held on the 3rd Wednesday of each month. If you have an
idea to present to the Board, contact NARF at 408-242-6273. General
meetings are held on the fourth Wednesday of each quarter – January, April,
July, October. Everyone is welcome and encouraged to attend. All meetings
begin promptly at 7:30 P.M. Call for information regarding general meeting
location and directions.

Ann Keady
Dr. Barbara Lee
Maggie Polston
Jennifer Winn

Nike Animal Rescue Foundation
P.O. Box 26587, San Jose, CA 95159 (408) 224-6273 and (408) 946-2291 (cat specific).
The Nike Animal Rescue Foundation (NARF) is a non-profit, all volunteer organization founded in 1985,
dedicated to protecting dogs and cats. We strive to eliminate animal overpopulation through spay and neuter
programs and public education. Our volunteers rescue and shelter dogs and cats in need. We provide medical
care and locate quality, permanent homes.
All Dog Pet Adoption Fairs are held on Saturdays from 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM and and Sundays from 12:00 to
3:00 PM. All Cat Pet Fairs are held on Saturdays from11:00 AM to 3:30 PM. The location of each pet fair is
advertised on our website www.narfrescue.org. Everyone is welcome to come by. Please do not bring pets
for adoption unless by previous arrangement.
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THANK
YOU!
For their sponsorship of, donations to, or
assistance with our
2011 Dog Walk fundraiser, NARF is grateful to:
A Party Place/Linen Lady; ABS Life Studios
Albertson, Heather & J. M.; Allard Farms
Atlantic Aviation; Cambric
Bow Wowser and Purrsnickety;
Canine Corral Dog Daycare and Happy Tails to You Dog Training
Chocolate Dream Box; Disc Doggs of the Golden Gate
Downtown Campbell Business Association
Disneyland; Evergreen Veterinary Clinic
Fiori's Hallmark; Frontline
Gilley's Coffee Shoppe; Gloria Ferrer Winery
Happy-Go-Lucky Dog Boutique; HeyBalloonLady.com
Himalayan Essentials; Huntford Printing & Graphics
IAMS/Eukanuba; J. B. Jewelers
Jet Doc Aircraft Service; www.KennelsShop.com
Los Gatos Birdwatcher ; Los Gatos Café;
Love Notes Quartet; Meadowood Resort;
Mona's Munchies; National Charity League;
Northern California Playworks Inc.;
Katie O'Brien; Pegasus Products Group
Pet People of Los Gatos; Organicopia;
Pegasus Products Group
Purrsnickety/Bow Wowzer
Sam's Downtown Feed & Pet Supply
Kristina E. Rubio, Esq.; Shirley Santos
Shuz of Los Gatos; David & Pat Smith
Sisters 'N' Stitches; Spa for Pets
Starbucks; Teavana
The Entertainment Connection
United Adminstrative Services
Trader Joe's; Vera Bradley
and many more!

And to all our loyal supporters who collected pledges, made donations or bought raffle tickets to make 2011,
our 16th Annual Dog Walk fundraiser, a resounding success, resulting in gross proceeds of over $17,000!
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Walk Your
Fun Times

Tricky Dogs

Volunteers

Fun!

More Volunteers

Adoptable Dogs

Kiss the Cooks

The Raffle Table
rd

Be sure to join us for our 2012 Walk-a-Thon on June 3 at L.G. Creek Park!
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Tail Off For Homeless Pets 2011
Lots of Happy Dogs . . .

Everywhere

All kinds of dogs

And the fun walk around the lake

Be sure to join us for our 2012 Walk-a-Thon on June 3rd at L.G. Creek Park!
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Making Matches...
purr, Sadie was a one-time stray
mother who now prefers living
indoors. She is clean, curious and
playful and can be very friendly.
She prefers to be handled gently,
loves catnip and to chase and
If you are interested in
capture string toys.
adopting one of these beautiful Sadie is FIV positive. Only 2 years
cats, please call the NARF cat old, She's still “kittenish” but very
line at (408) 946-2291 or
much a lady.

---------

For Adoption –
Cats

www.narfrescue.org.

----------

This is Andy.

Emma is a very sweet and mellow
girl. She is incredibly soft and
He is a male Classic Tabby, born 26
loves tummy rubs. Emma gets
August 2011. Still quite shy and a
along with other cats.
little nervous. Needs lots of love!
_________

Sadie qualifies for our “SENIOR
PROGRAM!” (visit our “Silver
Whiskers” page on the NARF
website for details).

Link was born to a stray mom and
rescued at 3 days old. He loves to
run and jump from cat post to
chairs. He is a little klutz because
he has no fear. He is very loving
and runs and throws himself in your
lap, talking all the while. He loves
to cuddle and give kisses. He is
very social and playful, and would
be better with another cat. He is
good with other cats, dogs and kids.
---------

----------

Roscoe is a 2-year old male cat.

He is adventurous (he spent a day
exploring the garage after he shot
through the door when it opened),
can be very playful when he is not
sunning himself and very loveable
Sweet but shy with a soft meow and until something catches his interest.

I’m Aiden and I am quite
handsome, as you can see, and if I
only had a person of my own. I’d
make them VERY happy: this place
is just TOO busy for me!
---------

These cats and more are at our
weekly pet fairs. the NARF cat
line at (408) 946-2291. Or visit
www.narfrescue.org.

...for Life

For Adoption – Dogs
If you are interested in adopting
one of these wonderful dogs, call
the NARF dog line at:
(408) 224-6273.

Phoebe
Phoebe is a very sweet and
affectionate Greyhound (Lucher)
Mix female. She was born around
April 2010. She weighs 50 lbs.

Or you can visit our website to see
more of our dogs up for adoption
at:
www.narfrescue.org

She is not well socialized and is
somewhat suspicious of new dogs,
but does fine once she’s had some
time to spend with them. Future
guardian will need a little patience
and training to help her become the
totally awesome dog she’s meant to
be. She’s still being evaluated for
compatibility with cats.

weighs 13 lbs. Kelsey is
sweet, affectionate and
slightly independent girl!

Once she bonds with
you, she will stay so
close you couldn’t lose
her in a hurricane. She
rides well in the car.
Kelsey gets along with
most other dogs
regardless of their size or
gender, but she will get
scrappy with any size or
gender when/if they try
to push her around.
Kelsey is good with cats
(ignores mine). Crate
trained.
Training classes highly
recommended.

Paco
Paco is a very intelligent and high energy
German Shepherd/Rottweiler Mix male. He
was born around August 2009. He weighs 75
lbs.

Lola

He loves all people but he needs to be slowly
introduced to dogs because of his high energy
level.

Lola is a female Chihuahua/Terrier He is crate trained. Due to his hi energy level,
mix born August 1, 2010. Lola is 11 training classes are strongly recommended.
lbs. She loves to cuddle and be a lap
--dog. Lola is unsure of loud noises
Kelsey is a Norfolk/Jack Russell Terrier mix
and new stuff. She is good with cats. born approximately November 2009 and

Eve is a cute female
Chihuahua Mix. She was
born on May 2010. She
is likely to weigh
between 10 and 12 lbs. as
an adult. She’s very
active and outgoing and
good with other dogs.

Your Supporting Gift Funds at Work
Dear Evonne,
I wanted to thank you for your kindness in helping to pay for Shiloh’s x-rays. I couldn’t have done this on my
own. Thank you for caring and for all you do. I believe the world is a little brighter because of you! Thank you
again and best wishes for a great holiday and better New Year!
Love from another person you’ve shown kindness to,
Debby & Shiloh and in spirit Blackfoot and Wobie

Your Desimone Fund Dollars at Work
Denver is a male kitten born April, 2011. He has a congenital
issue called "Lens Subluxation"in both eyes. His left eye also has
glaucoma. He required surgery, and now he's far-sighted after
having both eye lenses removed. He seems to be recovering very
well from his surgery.
Nevertheless, since there are potential complications (primarily
glaucoma or retinal detachment), long-term monitoring will be
required. For this reason, multiple rechecks will be needed,
especially during the first 3-4 months after surgery and probably
1-2 times per year for the rest of his life.
Since his condition is congenital, his brother, Oliver, was checked by the eye
specialist. The specialist feels that he has not and hopefully will not contract
this condition.
Denver is a Flame Point and Oliver is an Orange Tabby. These boys need to
be adopted together. They are both very loving, purr buckets. During
Denver's whole ordeal, even though he was in pain, he continued to purr and
give love.
Hopefully, enough money will be raised so that the adopter will not have to
carry the burden of the expense for what may come.

Can You Help?
Harry's Story
This is the story of a teeny, tiny kitten named Harry. A little gray and
white bundle of fur that barely resembled a kitten. Harry was the
smallest kitten in his litter, but even though he is tiny, he is mighty.
He has a huge heart and obviously thinks he is much bigger than he is,
because he makes it his business to chase all the bigger cats around
the house and show them who’s boss. This little kitten is the sweetest
and most loving little guy and needs your help.
Harry was born with an enlarged colon, which means that he couldn’t
have a normal bowel movement. So Kathy took him from his littermates and tried to help him. Right away,
she knew something was not right because little Harry kept trying and trying to go potty on his own and could
not. He was in constant pain and screamed when Kathy tried to potty him, but then he would bounce back
and be his little loving self. Needless to say, this has gone on for a very long time, much too long.
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The long and the short of it is that Harry needs surgery to correct this colon problem. Can you help Harry?
Any little bit you can spare will be appreciated. It will all go to help Harry live a normal kitty life.

Nora and Tara
Witkowski, of San
Jose, saved up and
donated $31 for
Harry's surgery.

Your Canine Medical Assistance Fund
Dear Linda,
I went to see the Doctor at Adobe Hospital yesterday. I
liked her much more than the previous doctor as she was
quite conservative regarding my treatment. For an old dog,
I am in pretty good shape. Doris takes good care of me with
vitamins, good food and love. She even gets up during the
night to check and see if I am tucked into my covers.
Anyway, the doctor said to keep me on my present pain
medicine and she will call in two weeks to see if I am
feeling any better. It is painful for me to walk as you know.
Sometimes, Doris cannot get me to walk home. I may need
a blood test if the medicine doesn't work, but the doctor
didn't want to give me one yesterday and make a bigger bill for us, so she said to wait.
I just want to thank you so very much for your contribution to my healthcare. Doris is an old person now and
needs lots of medical care herself She is having cataract surgery the end of June So thank you again for being
so very nice.
With much love,
Freeway.

Memorial Contributions and Honorariums
Nike Animal Rescue Foundation realizes that we have missed memorials and honorariums
during the past few years. We regret that we have been unable to put out a newsletter for
several years due to staff unavailability.
We would like to acknowledge the previous memorials and honorariums from previous years
that we are unable to print. Thank you very much for thinking of Nike Animal Rescue
Foundation.
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Happy NARF Adoptions – Dogs
To NARF,
Thank you all for the wonderful job your organization does. We adopted Sandy (now Bailey) from Mary back
in January of 2007. The fostering you provided made all the difference when making a match. With Mary's
insight, Bailey is a perfect match. We could not have asked for more. Your organization is always my first
referral to people, because you do “know” your fosters. That is such a great service to the animals, too.
Thank you again,
Dennis, Barbary & Bailey Minucciani
Dear Ms Pope,
I am writing to you to thank you for helping us adopt our pet
Chihuahua, Nella. My family got her on December 8 from you. I
wanted you to know that Nella is healthy and happy living with us.
She enjoys taking long walks with my family and me. Her favorite
toy is a plush brown squirrel that squeaks. In fact, she is playing
with it right now as I type this letter to you. I have enclosed a
picture of Nella, my brother and me for you to enjoy.
Nella has taught me to be a responsible pet owner. This year, I even
got a pet tortoise named Jett. I hope to be a good example of a pet
owner to my younger brother and my friends.
Sincerely,
J.P. Caldwell
Nile Animal Rescue Foundation:
I would like to thank your organization for my beautiful dog. It's a long story, but with the help of two of you
members, Linda and Mary, I was able to adopt “Bessie”. I can't express my thoughts adequately for their help
in helping us.
Thank you again,
Don & Jean Perry
Dear Linda,
10 years ago, I adopted a little chihuahua/doxie mix dog from NARF. Her name is Iris and she was 7 years
old. She is now 17 and still a very active part of our family! She has been a wonderful addition to our family
and despite some recent health issues is dong very well. Thank you so much for the wonderful work you do!
Sincerely,
Pat Cross
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Happy NARF Adoptions – Cats
Hi there!
Just a quick note to let you know that Bentley, who we adopted in January is wonderful, amazing, a fullfledged member from day 1. We love him so and he seems to equally enjoy us!!
Thanks to everyone at NARF for bringing Bentley to us and all the care and feeding that went into his
nurturing. For our daughter’s birthday we asked that donations to NARF be made in lieu of a gift. It is my
understanding that a few did, including this (previously cash- converted to check) donation from one of her
friends.
We hope these contributions benefit your organization and that your fine work will enable many more happy
pet family connections to be made.
Thank you so much for bringing Bentley safely & happily into our livesScot, Deverre, Lexi, Bentley, Lierman
Jennifer, I wanted to let you know how well Lucy
(a.k.a. Soy Sauce) is doing. The first night she
would have nothing to do with being in the walk-in
closet by herself and Luke couldn’t wait to have her
come out. Well she hissed a few times that night
but other than that no problems. The next day,
Friday, I brought her to work with me so I could
watch her. She was great and very comfortable
with being here. The weekend then with Luke was
great. They are getting along very well. Luke can
be rough at times but she goes back for more.
They love to play and race around the house. They
are great buddies for each other.
Barbara, Lucy is doing great. She is a very loving
kitty. My older cat Luke has really taken to her. and to think I was worried. They are great play
buddies and it is really cute to watch them. Lucy only hissed at Luke the first day, then after that
they won't leave each other alone. Years ago, I raised some feral kittens and kept one of them and
he turned out to be the best cat. So I am happy Megan took time with them. Lucy is so full of
energy. At night when we go to bed she gets so excited playing and running around the bed, up and
down, and across to the chair.
I do spoil my cats. Lucy has curled up and slept with me most nights. When I come home, I call her
and Luke and they rush to greet me at the door. She still is so little but eating well. I will call in mid
December to see about getting her spayed. I hope Megan will get a chance to see her then. I will
keep in touch.
Thank you for being there to help all the homeless kitten and cats. Tell Megan not to worry about
Lucy as she is doing so well, and I love her to pieces.
Marcia Franks
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More Happy Adopters
After my dearest cat Jessica passed away of 16 years I promised myself that
I wouldn’t get another cat. I broke that promise and my partner and I decided
to adopt a rescue from Nike Animal Rescue Foundation.
We found out that this organization was sponsoring adoptions every Saturday
at Petco and we would stop in every Saturday and look over the different
types of kittens and cats. We found our little bundle from heaven and found
out Tiara was her foster name. We changed her name to Coco and found out
her history. She was a 19 month old Siamese mix and had a face that said
“take me home”. I took her out of the cage and she warmed up to me right
away. In the year that we have had her she has brought us nothing but love
and companionship. She is somewhat an independent kind of cat, coming up
to us when she wants affection or food. She is our automatic alarm clock at
6:30 am for breakfast to when we get home at night for dinner. Although she
dislikes getting brushed out she looks so much better after I’m finished.
Coco has acclimated herself to our home and we couldn’t be happier with
this addition to the family. I want to thank the women at the Nike Animal
Rescue Foundation for all the hard work they do every week. I want to also
thank them for providing Miss Coco’s manicure and pedicure every month. The whole experience make me
want to volunteer my time to this organization, once I retire I will.
Sincerely,
John, Charlie and Miss Coco

Hello!
We adopted two kittens from NARF at the end of September and we were asked to write you a note for your
newsletter.
We adopted a beautiful Maine Coon mix cat named Pesto from NARF over 12 years ago. We lost him to a
battle with oral cancer in the winter of 2010. We knew NARF was a wonderful and caring organization to
adopt needy pets from (we have also adopted one of our dogs through NARF 10 years ago who is still going
strong!). We also lost my cat of 17 years to a stroke within a month of Pesto and then my 14 year old cat to
kidney failure this last summer. We still have two 10 year old cats we have had since kittenhood, and Spot, my
husband's 14 year old cat. Our household was feeling the loss of those three precious members and our
daughter, Isabel, started to talk about how much she wanted a kitten.
Isabel and I were at Evergreen Veterinary Clinic with Spot for a
checkup, and there were two outrageously cute and friendly NARF
kittens there known as Princess and Little Man. Isabel and Little Man
played in a room until they were both exhausted while I got to cuddle
with Princess. The rest is history. We spoke with Cathy and she
interviewed us. We had planned on only adopting Little man, an
active tabby.
We went to Petco on Saturday and before you knew it, my husband had fallen for Princess, a beautiful black
kitten and we adopted them both! We couldn't bear to separate the siblings! They have been the most amazing
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addition to our household. The older cats are no longer the lazy old cats they were. The kittens have brought
new life to them! The dogs adore them, like they did with the cats they were raised with. They each adopted a
kitten as their snuggle buddy. Rover (as Little Man was renamed) is a super climber and into everything. He is
always up a screen door or on a table scrounging for food that the kids left. He keeps us on our toes, for sure!
He does drive-by rubs on Kaitlyn and Fiona (the 45 and 70 lb dogs, respectively), and Kaitlyn has been
known to groom her kitten.
Tula (previously Princess), is my special love. She will come running
anytime I call her, and she has started to climb onto my shoulders for a
ride. She loves to play and ambush her brother whenever possible. She
loves to climb in the dryer as soon as I open the door, so we have what is
called a "tail count" before the door is closed to make sure no animals are
inside!
Every night they both sleep with Isabel (age 6). It's precious! They are
thriving with us- they are almost 6 months old now, and Rover is almost 10
pounds! Tula is more petite. We have discovered that Tula isn't pure black either - she has tabby stripes that
you can only see in the right light. Thank you for our wonderful early Christmas presents!
Karen D'Aurora and Family - Steve, Isabel, Hazen, Levi and
the pets: Fiona and Kaitlyn, Spot, Girlfriend, and George, and of course, Rover and Tula!
Here are photos of our babies, including one where you can see Tula's stripes.
Please accept this small donation as a token of gratitude for the fine work you do.
My 2 little dogs give me more pleasure than you can possibly imagine. Both are graduates of Linda Pope’s
finishing school.
My little Trina was adopted from NIKE about 9 years ago. She was with Linda for almost a year and a half
before she found a permanent home.
Old Betty is now about 16 years old. I adopted her out of Linda’s home when she was about 9. She’s a very
sweet old girl.
Your generous efforts to find homes for these unwanted animals have enriched my life.
Thank you,
Michael Gilbert
The enclosed check is given in thanks for our little Minnie who we adopted from NIKE 5 years ago. We hope
that many more families will be blessed with dogs that you have rescued.
–

Larry and Pat Wolf

If you are interested in adopting a dog, call the NARF dog line at:
(408) 224-6273. Or call (408) 946-2291 to adopt a cat.
Also, please visit our website to see more of our pets up for adoption at:
www.narfrescue.org
Be sure to join us for our 2012 Walk-a-Thon on June 3rd!
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THANK YOU!
Veterinary Support
NARF is very fortunate to have many hospitals and clinics
providing veterinary care to our foster animals at reduced
rates, and/or billing us directly so our foster homes don't
have to pay up front. The assistance of these generous and
caring veterinarians enables us to continue to grow and save
more lives. Please, if you are looking for a new vet, try to
patronize one who supports NARF. In addition, nearly all
these vets honor our Free Exam Coupons for adopted
animals.
The following is a list of our supporting vets, grouped by
city or general area.

Offering Deferred Billing to NARF:
Emergency Animal Clinic of South San Jose
Ohlone Emergency Animal Clinic of Fremont

Offering Discounted Services to NARF:
Campbell
The Cat Hospital
408-866-6188
Dermatologyfor Animals
408-871-3800

Fremont
ForPaws
510-573-4660

San Jose
Evergreen Veterinary Hospital
408-238-0690
Animal Eye Specialists
408-238-0690
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Other NARF Supporters
NARF would like to acknowledge the following
companies and individuals who provide resources and
support to rescue and shelter animals. Please consider
supporting these generous benefactors by giving them
your business.
Happy Tails Dog Training
For offering discounts for adopted NARF dogs.
Lu Schoberg, Animal Behaviorist
For her free doggy evaluations & advice.
Los Gatos Birdwatcher
For their years of generous support.
Pet People, Los Gatos
For donating pet supplies and fund-raising support.
Purrsnickety & Bow Wowzer, Los Gatos
For all the boutique donations and fundraising support.
Sam's Downtown Feed, San Jose
For his more than generous support over the years.
Petco
For hosting Adoption Fairs & donating food and funds
Pet Club
For hosting Adoption Fairs
Happy Go Lucky Dog Boutique
For hosting Adoption Fairs & donating to our Dog
Walk
Unleashed, Branham Lane
For hosting Adoption Fairs & donating food and funds
PetSmart
For hosting Adoption Fairs & donating food and funds
Huntford Graphics, Milpitas
For their patience in printing our newsletter
David Andresen of United Administrative Services
For his years of generous & varied support, including
providing us a place to hold meetings.
NARF Collection Boxes
Those hosting NARF collection boxes:
Sam's Downtown Feed, San Jose
Los Gatos Birdwatcher
Purrsnickety & Bow Wowser
Pet People
Happy Go Lucky Dog Boutique
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NARF Gifts to Benefit Loving Animals
Supporting Gifts
Supporting gifts allow Nike to rescue, rehabilitate and secure loving adoptive homes for hundreds of
companion animals annually. Additionally, these gifts are crucial to Nike's continued success in educating our
community about conscientious animal care, loving behavior modification, and the vital importance of
spaying and neutering. $______

Honorary & Memorial Gifts
These honorary and respecful gifts further all of NARF's life-saving programs, while honoring and
remembering loved ones and friends – both the two-legged and four-legged varieties. NARF will send gift
announcement cards, in addition to printing gift acknowledgments in the newsletter. Please provide name(s)
and address(es) for appropriate and timely recognition. $______

Canine Medical Assistance Fund
Contributions support Nike's pro-active efforts to spay and neuter non-foster dogs within the greater Santa
Clara Valley area. Through this important fund, donors help combat the overpopulation epidemic that claims
the lives of tens of thousands of adult dogs and puppies each year in our local cities. $____

Kathleen Desimone Memorial Feline Fund
Donations allow Nike to provide medical care for local, non-foster kitties in crisis situations. Contributors
assist Nike in reaching out to suffering animals that have no other available resources. Established through the
generosity of animal lover Kathleen Desimone's estate, this special fund fulfills her wishes to promote and
endure the health and well being of cats. $______

Ask your employer about matching donations
Honorary and Memorial Gifts Form
Recipient Name:_________________________________
Address:________________________________________
City:_______________________ State:______ Zip:_____
From:_____________________________________________
Memorial:______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Mail to:

Nike Animal Rescue Foundation

Note: All donations are tax-deductible

P.O. Box 26587
San Jose, CA 95159
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Be sure to join us for our 2012 Walk-a-Thon on June 3rd at L.G. Creek Park!

